WETICE-11 General Chair’s Report

It is the second time after 2007 that the IEEE WETICE-took place on the campus of Institut Telecom, Telecom SudParis. It was an honor for our institution to be selected to host this event and for me to act as the general chair. WETICE’07 was very successful and I hope that this edition was also interesting and pleasant for all participants, in particular the dinner at Tour Eiffel!

WETICE was sponsored by IEEE, West Virginia University, Institut Telecom and Samovar (common research laboratory between Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique and Telecom SudParis). I would especially thank David Sadek, Research Deputy Director of Institut Telecom, and Jean-Pierre Delmas, head of the Samovar lab, for their invaluable support.

Many people contributed to the success of this year’s WETICE. I would like to thank all of them. First of all, I would like to thank the WETICE Organisers Sumitra Reddy and Samir Tata for their continual support and active management of the overall event. Then, my thanks go to Djamal Zeghlache, the Research Deputy Director and Pierre Rolin, the General Director of of Telecom SudParis. WETICE 2011 would not have been possible without the effort of the local organizers: Djamel Belaid, the organizing committee chair, and all other colleagues and PhD students Amel Bouzeghoub, Yassin Chabeb, Alda Gancarski, Brigitte Houassine, Amin Sakka, Mohamed Sellami and Dorsaf Zekri.
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